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WHAT’S NEW IN MINDMANAGER 2019 VERSION 19.1.198

New languages
- Spanish
- Dutch

Keyboard Shortcut Enhancements
- New options to customize how many levels are shown when pressing F3 (Focus on Topic)

HTML5 Export
- Default export options can now be set in MindManager Options.

Background Objects
- Objects now use the same measurement units as set in MindManager Options.
- Objects can now be aligned with topics.

Export
- Microsoft Project
  - New option to save directly to Project XML format.

MindManager Help
- Help in Russian is now available.
USABILITY & PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS

User Interface
- The ribbon menu has been updated with colorful icons to improve differentiation and aid in recall when looking for specific commands.
- Redesigned Design tab – Make high level design changes to your files quickly and easily using the new Layout and Themes galleries available on the redesigned design tab.
- New Format Tab – Fine tune the look and feel of your design with the revised format tab, access powerful formatting options including a new Defaults section giving you more control over setting and resetting formatting defaults.
- Enhanced Format Painter – New commands allow you to quickly copy existing formats to siblings, descendants, and/or all topics with one click.
- Access hundreds of new icons from the Icon button in the Ribbon.
- Revised Format Topic Dialog – Combines Font and Topic formatting options into one dialog.
- Many more UX improvements like: Improved margin editor for custom shapes, Drag and drop callouts to attach them to other topics, Easier selection and movement of Shapes, Focus on Topic improved, Topic Alert added to the Task tab, Consolidated map settings, and many more…

Enhanced Document views
- Document Views are now saved so the next time you open the file you’re right back to where you were.
- Collapse the uncategorized column in Schedule, Icon, and Tag views quickly with one click.
- Customize columns in Icon and Tag view more easily with intuitive controls to reorder columns via drag and drop and click column titles to rename or delete them.

New Content
- 40+ all new themes ranging from professional to stylistic designed to bring visual flair to your maps in MindManager 2019.
- 500+ new and enhanced icons across many categories like Charts, Arrows, Traffic Signs, Feedback, and more.
- All new templates showcasing SmartRules that automatically change topic meta data based on changes you make; plus, new diagram types that were previously not possible.

Planning with Effort
- Improved Effort Calculation - Effort is now calculated based on resource load and duration.
- Effort is now enabled by default.
RESOLVED ISSUES IN MINDMANAGER 2019 VERSION 19.1.198

Microsoft Outlook integration
Issue: Send to Outlook does not work with Outlook 2019.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: MindManager may crash when querying items from select Outlook folders.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: MindManager may crash when attempting to edit an Outlook query when Outlook is not installed.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Queries for recurring Outlook Appointments and Tasks do not work.
Resolution: Fixed.

Microsoft Word integration
Issue: Maps containing large amounts of Notes & Topic Links take exceptionally long to export to Word.
Resolution: Fixed.

SmartRules
General: Performance improvements

Issue: Effects are not applied correctly when the trigger criteria is met in Tag, Icon and Schedule Views.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Formulas are not recalculated when Property conditions change.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Hidden Property settings are ignored when applied by SmartRules.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Currency types for Properties are ignored when applied by SmartRules.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: When using SmartRules with Map Roll-up Topics, Effects are inherited from source map.
Resolution: Fixed. Effects in the parent map will now apply.

Places
Issue: Authentication errors may occur when connecting to OneDrive, Google Drive, Box or Dropbox.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Google Drive – Error when clicking on ‘My Drive’ or ‘Shared with Me’ Folders.
Resolution: Fixed.
Other

Issue: MindManager embedded browser control ignores Proxy settings.
Resolution: Fixed.
RESOLVED ISSUES IN MINDMANAGER 2019

SmartRules
Issue: Effects based on “property type color” are not applying as expected.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Triggers based on operator “Next two weeks are not applying as expected.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: All Triggers and Effects disappears from a rule when any of them are deleted.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Effects applied to a Map Roll-up topic are removed when refreshing.
Resolution: Fixed.

Shapes
Issue: Dragging shapes while a topic is also selected results in the shape being removed.
Resolution: Fixed.

Export
Issue: Unable to set transparency while exporting as PNG image.
Resolution: Fixed.

Links
Issue: Dragging and dropping multiple files from the File Explorer results in overlapped topics.
Resolution: Fixed.

Tasks
Issue: MindManager may crash when applying ‘Finish to Start’ dependencies in some cases.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Task duration changes to a Milestone while opening existing map while the task Info pane is closed.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Undo command does not revert ‘Calendar & Display options’ changes.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Roll up topics shows duration in minutes rather than days in task info pane.
Resolution: Fixed.
**Map Rollup**

**Issue:** Calculations from roll-up source maps are not shown in the parent dashboard map until it is refreshed.
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** Task info pane shows duration in minutes instead of days for roll-up topics.
**Resolution:** Fixed.

---

**Places**

**Issue:** MindManager may show a connection error “Object reference not set to an instance of an object” while opening files from Box.
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** Multiple box accounts are not displayed under share dropdown menu.
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** MindManager crashes while saving a map from SharePoint places to a local drive.
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** Default link type setting (Absolute, Relative) for maps saved to SharePoint places vs Local map is not the same.
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** Unable to log on to SharePoint places using Windows credentials.
**Resolution:** Fixed.

---

**Document Views**

**Issue:** Schedule view quits and returns to Map view while trying to browse for a filtered topic.
**Resolution:** Fixed

**Issue:** Show selected topic does not work for the Central topic.
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** Relationships cannot be deleted in document views.

---

**Mapping Improvements**

**Issue:** Map Preview shown in Windows explorer is cut off on high DPI displays.
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** Topics overlap when six or more floating topics are dragged and dropped at different locations.
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** Numbering of main topics are out of order when the balance map command is applied.
**Resolution:** Fixed.
**Issue:** Numbering of main topics are out of order after adding filtered topic back to the map.  
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** MindManager crashes while creating new maps using custom templates that contain dependencies.  
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Miscellaneous**

**Issue:** MindManager crashes when switching focus from the eyedropper dialog to the Map.  
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** MindManager crashes when trying find previous topics with resources.  
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** MindManager crashes while previewing maps from Windows Task Bar while the Mindjet Files Manage Workspaces dialog is open.  
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** Search does not work in. xmmmap file format.  
**Resolution:** Fixed

**Issue:** Maps with tables in the notes throws error "Invalid HTML" while editing.  
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** Replacing Icons inside the Map Index does not replace them in the map.  
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** Images in Capsule shapes overlaps the topic.  
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** Horizontal scroll bars may not appear when MindManager is launched by clicking a map in File Explorer.  
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** Property value overlaps the revision number when enabled on the Central Topic through the Show/Hide Menu.  
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** Search is limited to . mmap files.  
**Resolution:** Fixed Search now also applies to template files (.mmat).

**Issue:** Callout attached to boundary overlaps the main topics.  
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** Keyboard shortcut “Shift Tab” does not work when the focus is on callout topics.  
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Pen Mode/ Tablet PC**

**Issue:** Ink converts to empty topic text.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Unable to delete topic sketches in pen mode.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Unable to draw gestures after switching to pen mode from mouse mode.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Text Box does not resize according to the amount of entered text.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Pen gesture to center the map is not working.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: In Flowchart layouts, newly added topics are very close when MindManager is in pen mode.
Resolution: Fixed.
RESOLVED ISSUES IN MINDMANAGER ENTERPRISE 2019 VERSION 19.1.198

**Gantt Pro**

**General:** Enhanced support for 4k and high-resolution displays.

**Issue:** Moving a project to an earlier date may introduce slack time.
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** Gantt Pro may not render a chart when using certain dependency types and/or Milestones.
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**SharePoint Linker**

**Issue:** SharePoint Linker does not support local proxy connections when authentication is required.
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** SharePoint Linker fails to authenticate to sites when Single Sign-on is used.
**Resolution:** Fixed.

**Issue:** Files type icons are not displayed when performing document queries.
**Resolution:** Fixed.
RESOLVED ISSUES IN MINDMANAGER ENTERPRISE VERSION 2019

Gantt Pro

Issue: Duration of all topic’s changes when task info of any topic is updated in the Resource Chart.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Project end date is not displaying correctly in project report preview.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Gantt Pro does not show Task Info from Topics from Outlook Tasks.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Resources added to SharePoint topics from Gantt Pro are removed after refreshing.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Gantt Pro multi-page printing option does not print all rows.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Grid Report from Resources Chart shows total workdays for the task against each resource when multiple resources are assigned, rather than the workdays for each resource.
Resolution: Fixed.

SharePoint Linker

Issue: Order of added properties in a topic changes when the SharePoint query is refreshed.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: SharePoint queries based on the “Description” filter does not return any results.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: Images are not added to the topic after querying images from the SharePoint image library.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: SharePoint query by list type “Calendar items” does not display correct results.
Resolution: Fixed.

Issue: SharePoint list queries for documents does not return result when defining a Document Name parameter in the search field.
Resolution: Fixed.
**KNOWN ISSUES IN MINDMANAGER 2019**

**Issue:** SmartRules Effects are not firing when the trigger criteria is based on the Topic location trigger and multiple Smart Shape segments are selected.
**Workaround:** Create a separate trigger for each segment, then set the rule to fire when 'Any Conditions are met'.

**Issue:** SmartRules effects are not visible under document views.
**Workaround:** Go back to Map View to see applied effects.

**Issue:** The previous effect remains upon replacing it with new one in SmartRules.
**Workaround:** Delete the rule and create a new one.

**Issue:** Match width command does not apply on callouts sub-topics.
**Workaround:** None.

**Issue:** Map rollup link is broken when the “#” symbol is present in the URL.
**Workaround:** None.

**Issue:** Password protected maps cannot be viewed after exporting as HTML5 file.
**Workaround:** Remove the password before exporting to HTML5.

**Issue:** Floating topics cannot be added on top of unlocked object.
**Workaround:** Lock the object and then add floating topics.
KNOWN ISSUES IN MINDMANAGER ENTERPRISE VERSION 2019

**Issue:** Error message shows up when removing a start/end date from a topic which was sent as a task in SharePoint.
**Workaround:** None

**Issue:** Unable to remove resource from SP topic.
**Workaround:** Remove the resource from SharePoint Site.

**Issue:** After manually syncing a change on SP tasks, any subsequent changes will disconnect from SharePoint.
**Workaround:** None.

**Issue:** Task resources added to SharePoint topics from Gantt Pro are removed after refreshing.
**Workaround:** None.

**Issue:** MindManager does not load the resource list from SharePoint site if it has not been added to MindManager options.
**Workaround:** Add the SharePoint site from MindManager options.
IMPROVEMENTS TO HTML5 EXPORT AND PUBLISHING

- Please see:
  https://download.mindjet.com/MindManager_Browser_App_3_1_ReleaseNotes_EN.pdf
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